Unlike Bluetooth or Wi-Fi, UWB can detect your location within a few centimeters. In the wrong hands, this can allow stalking by an intimate partner or dangerous surveillance by law enforcement.
UWB applications are envisioned to track objects and people in every conceivable public and private space. This enables stalkers to track your exact location.

stopSpying.org/sarillyprecise
UWB technology, part of Amazon Sidewalk, allows access to Amazon devices at sensitive locations like places of worship, protests, or abortion clinics.

stopspying.org/scarilyprecise
Competitors could do better to stop UWB beacons from enabling stalking but Big Tech companies like Apple and Amazon systematically eliminate competition.

stopspying.org/scarilyprecise
Without regulatory intervention, UWB is poised to expand the power of incumbent tech giants in disproportionate ways.